Computed Tomography Imaging for Novel Therapies of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease.
Novel therapeutic options in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) require delicate patient selection and thus demand for expert radiologists visually and quantitatively evaluating high-resolution computed tomography (CT) with additional functional acquisitions such as paired inspiratory-expiratory scans or dynamic airway CT. The differentiation between emphysema-dominant and airway-dominant COPD phenotypes by imaging has immediate clinical value for patient management. Assessment of emphysema severity, distribution patterns, and fissure integrity are essential for stratifying patients for different surgical and endoscopic lung volume reduction procedures. This is supported by quantitative software-based postprocessing of CT data sets, which delivers objective emphysema and airway remodelling metrics. However, the significant impact of scanning and reconstruction parameters, as well as intersoftware variability still hamper comparability between sites and studies. In earlier stage COPD imaging, it is less clear as to what extent quantitative CT might impact decision making and therapy follow-up, as emphysema progression is too slow to realistically be useful as a mid-term outcome measure in an individual, and longitudinal data on airway remodelling are still very limited.